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Chapter 2051
George Han nodded, turned the fairy god ring into a key again, and put it into the small
hole of the stone gate.

As the key of the fairy ring became more bright red, the entire mountain was filled with
water, and the stone gate was opened.

Long Po obediently retreated, leaving only George Han leading Amelia Su through the
stone gate slowly and into the cave.

When the two entered, the fairy ring turned into a ring again and flew on George Han’s
finger, and Shimen closed again.

boom!

On the wall, the lights burst.

The jade brick stone wall in the cave is neat and bright.

The cave is ten meters long, and then it goes all the way down the stairs.

Under the stairs, there is an extremely wide underground space. The decoration is not
too luxurious, but it is also unique. The whole body is wrapped in white jade and blue
bricks, and there is a suspended ceiling of double cranes flying together on the top.

“Three thousand, there are murals.” Amelia Su said, pointing to both sides of the wall
with a strange voice.

George Han looked around. On the stone wall, many patterns were carved vividly. It
doesn’t matter if you don’t look at it, George Han frowned.

In the floating sea, there is an isolated island, and there is an old turtle outside the island,
drifting outside the island all the year round.

“So the old tortoise knows the road, is it because the old tortoise itself has a connection
with the fairy island?” George Han muttered.

“It should be, just because it was called out by Mingyu, so we were preconceived.”
Amelia Su explained.

Yes, and because the old tortoise is a thing in the sea, it is normal to receive the order of
the sea girl, but George Han and others did not expect that the sea turtle will be related
to the fairy island.



“George Han, what do you think this is? It’s not what you said…”

“Tianlu Pixiu?” George Han was stunned, why is there a portrait of Tianlu Pixiu in the
underground palace of Xianling Island? !

In the picture, a brave madly smashes various ships, and the small island behind him
fights!

“Could it be that the master carved it before the Xianling Island accident?” Amelia Su
asked strangely.

“No, you see, compared with the boat, the size of this brave is actually about ten times
larger, but what we met today is nearly twenty times larger.” George Han denied.

“Then there are others?”

“It’s the same one. I remember that when I was playing against that big brave, his
forefoot was missing a sharp finger, you see, there was also a missing brave. “George
Han finished speaking, looking at Amelia Su and said, “I suspect it was painted the last
time the Xianling Island had an accident. At that time, this Tianlu Pixiu hadn’t grown up.”

Besides, it was caused by Wang Yanzhi recently In the chaos of war, the master was
dying, he had no chance to come in and carve these stories.

“Three thousand, I know the answer, this should be the Tianlu Pixiu saved by Xianling
Island.” Amelia Su pointed to a mural in the distance in surprise.

On the mural, Tianlu Paixiu, who was only the size of a child, was treated by an old man
because of an injury to his front finger, and the old man’s clothes had imprints of
immortal characters on his chest.

On the other hand, Tianlu Paixiu held a small red stone in his mouth, bent his head and
held it into the old man’s hand.

“I understand. Whenever there is a crisis in Xianling Island, Tianlu Paixiu will come to
help, but it is a pity that this time, it came late, and also treated us as enemies.” George
Han said.

Looking back, there was a small box in the distance with a slight red light. Amelia Su
picked it up and opened the box. Inside was a small red stone, almost the same as the
mural.

“Is this the bead?” George Han frowned and put the red stone into the space ring.

I don’t know if it’s useful, but what if it’s useful? !

“Dead Valley!” Amelia Su suddenly pointed to the innermost mural, and lost her voice in
surprise.



George Han hurried away, but he couldn’t help but frown. The mural was only an acre of
open space, except that there was only one side of water slowly flowing in.

There are four characters under the mural: corpse water nourishes the sky.

What does it mean? !

George Han couldn’t understand it, but thought the crooked water was a bit strange, but
George Han couldn’t tell what was strange.

After reading the mural, there was only one ice bed and a few large boxes left in the
stone room. The ice bed was air-conditioned. George Han touched it, and instantly felt
that his whole hand was almost out of consciousness. terrible.

But the magic is that when the hand is pulled back, he suddenly feels the warmth of the
room. The anti-Buddha does not need to feel its absolute coldness as long as it does not
touch it.

Amelia Su opened the first box, which was full of various medical books.

Opening the second box contained various alchemy books, which made George Han
very happy.

The third box and the fourth box are all kinds of rare and exotic treasures, which should
be the wealth of Xianling Island.

As for the fifth box, it is a variety of seeds.

George Han was quite puzzled, why did he take the seeds? Could it be that Xianling
Island still lacks supplies? !

This shouldn’t be right? ! When entering the island, the plants on the island are
magnificent and full of vitality, which is like a place lacking food and clothing?

So what will these seeds be? !

George Han didn’t understand. It wasn’t until after the inventory was completed that
George Han unwittingly turned out an ancient book, and this guy finally understood that
the fifth box of things was actually the most important thing in the five boxes.

Even, it will make countless people in the world ecstatic!

Chapter 2052
“I got rich, got rich, I got rich.”



From the underground palace, George Han was arranged by Long Po to the bamboo
house behind. At this time, Amelia Su was cleaning the room, although Long Po was
already They cleaned up in advance, but Amelia Su still boiled water and cleaned up.
For Amelia Su, this is the home they might live in for a long time.

What kind of home is there without fireworks? !

Amelia Su had just boiled the water, and she couldn’t help but roll her eyes out of the
sky: “Knowing that you took two boxes of jewels, look at your little proud look.”

“Wife, don’t you understand? How much is the two boxes of jewels? The jewels I
searched from Silong are dozens of times more than this, will I care? I care about these
seeds.” George Han made no secret of his complacency.

From a certain point of view, he has indeed made a fortune, and he has made a fortune.

“Seeds? Do you think we still lack food? Besides, for cultivation bases like ours, it
doesn’t really matter whether we eat or not.” Amelia Su said contemptuously.

“Do you think it is the seeds for eating? You are wrong! These seeds are all kinds of
miraculous medicines, and some necessary products must be used. For example, bitter
cold fruit, or what kind of extreme ice fire grass, hehe, the seeds are there. Take it,
everything is there.” George Han was indescribably happy.

What is the most important thing about alchemy? One is technology, and the other is
materials. In terms of technology, there are the secrets of the fairy island. The materials
are ordinary ones I bought in the auction house before. I just wanted to practice some
ordinary ones for the disciples. , I don’t know that this ancient book not only has some
magical methods to turn waste into treasure, but more importantly, high-level materials
that are extremely lacking are also solutions.

At the beginning, a Wankuhanlian lotus could directly become a standard king, but the
Wankuhanlian lotus, among these seeds, was only inferior!

What is this not to make a fortune? !

From a small farmer to a rich man in an instant!

Amelia Su was also stunned when he heard George Han’s words such as Extreme Ice
Fire Grass, because Extreme Ice Fire Grass and Bitter Cold Fruit are basically
extremely precious materials in the Bafang world. Any one of them is enough to be
replaced by tens of millions, even With hundreds of millions of amethyst, it can even be
said that these things are priceless.

“Damn, wouldn’t it be true?” Amelia Su, a gentleman, couldn’t help but swear out of
excitement, walked a few steps to George Han’s side, and sat down.

After seeing the words in the ancient book, Amelia Su’s eyes widened.



The couple now understand why Wang Chuanzhi would even do such a violent act of
killing the master in order to get the position of the head.

For many people, this is indeed a great temptation.

“However, the above said that only the corpse valley is needed to let these seeds
germinate. Damn, it is the corpse valley again?” George Han looked at Amelia Su
depressed.

Why do you always mention the place of Corpse Valley? If it was such an important
place, how could Wang Yanzhi let it go? !

“Why don’t you go take a look?” Amelia Su also felt that this fact was strange.

“Let them out first.” George Han said.

“I have already talked to Long Po, we may have other disciples.”

“En!”

Early the next morning, George Han released all the hundreds of people in the Eight
Desolation World. During this period of time in the world, the Alliance disciples practiced
day and night and made rapid progress, especially Ningyue and Fumang. One reached
the middle stage of killing evil, and the other reached the middle stage of Kongtong.

And Qin Shuang has also improved, she mainly played with Nian’er, but even so, Qin
Shuang with outstanding talent has reached the middle stage of killing evil, breaking
through extremely fast.

For many other disciples, the worst is also in the Dao Realm, and most of them are in
the middle of the Holy Realm.

Important disciples such as Shi Yu and Qiu Shui have reached the ethereal state.

Ten days outside, but decades in the Eight Desolation World, although their talents are
average, they have plenty of aura inside, and the improvement is also considered to be
great. Moreover, during this period of time, Jianghu Baixiaosheng has also specially
formulated corresponding plans for the alliance.

Fu Mang led the backward male disciple as the Red Blood Hall, and Ning Yue led his
disciple as the heroine, and the two were the leaders of the alliance.

This arrangement is very clever. It can ensure that Fu Mang has someone to take, and
Ningyue’s power will not be dispersed. At the same time, if something happens, it can
also check each other.

When a group of people came out, they were surprised and dumbfounded when they
saw Xianling Island.



Some people don’t even think that they have changed places, because the beauty here
is not like the Bafang World, but more like the Bahuang World.

George Han took Long Po to meet everyone. Although Long Po was a servant before,
George Han revoked her status, requiring everyone to respect Long Po enough, and
sent someone to serve her. , For George Han, the only surviving Longpo might be the
only totem of Xianling Island in the past.

After settling everyone in, George Han took Amelia Su, hugged Han Nian, and followed
Long Po, all the way through the backyard, and walked about ten meters in the opposite
direction of the weak water.

Suddenly stopped in a very dry clearing.

“Island owner, this is Corpse Valley.”

Chapter 2053
George Han looked at the dry clearing in front of him, it was almost completely cracked.

Because of the extreme lack of water, the cracks are almost as wide as two fingers.

George Han’s head is big, but he doesn’t talk nonsense, picking up the bucket and
directly carrying water.

But after nearly an hour or so, with George Han’s physical strength and endurance, he
at least picked dozens of buckets of water to irrigate the ground, but when George Han
looked towards the ground, he was speechless to the extreme.

The ground is still dry and unchanged!

“It’s my damn thing, it’s such a thing? The land has been dry for too long? It needs water
too much?” George Han touched his head, very depressed.

However, George Han decided to change his approach.

After all, if the drought is too long and there is too much water shortage, a few buckets or
even dozens of buckets will not solve the problem. Irrigation is necessary to stop the
drought.

Thinking of this, George Han looked for a lake behind the island, and then slacking off
with a spell, directly passing the water in the lake through the energy belt, as if entering
a gully, and flowing into the corpse valley in the distance.

George Han used a lot of energy, and the water flow was extremely fast, but an hour
later, something that made George Han extremely dumbfounded happened.



The large area of   water in the lake was transported by George Han to the Shi Valley.
The entire lake even reached the bottom because of the lack of water, but the Shi Valley
was exactly the same as it had never been irrigated before.

It’s still very cracked and extremely dry!

This is a ghost, a lake has been sucked dry, but it still does not dry well? Is it such an
exaggeration?

“Is there such a shortage of water here?” George Han asked strangely, touching his
head.

Amelia Su also felt that something was wrong with this. To a certain extent, the field
lacked water, but it was not lacking in this way. It is necessary to know that the area of
  the lake is at least ten times or even more times that of this land, but with so much
water irrigated, even if the dead valley is not completely dried up, it will not be reflected
at all.

“It has been decades since Master passed away, and there has been no one to take
care of it, so will it be really scarce, or else, find some more water?” Amelia Su said.

It makes sense to think about what Amelia Su said. George Han didn’t think about it
anymore, and flew into the air to get a bird’s eye view of the nearby water source.

In the end, he set his sights on the only water source a few hundred meters away from
the corpse valley.

There is still a lake over there, but it is at least four times larger than the previous lake,
so even if it is the only one, it will definitely not be a problem to use the lake here for
irrigation.

As he thought of it, George Han was not polite this time, using all his energy to directly
move the entire lake’s water to the field.

In the air, a huge water ball was slowly lifted from the lake, and then crashed into the
Corpse Valley.

The name of nature porter, George Han does his part!

With the falling water directly filling the corpse valley, George Han helplessly Chong
Amelia Su joked: “This is already the only water source nearby. If this water rat can’t get
enough to eat, it can only Use the weak water over there to water it.”

Amelia Su smiled helplessly: “What? Are you going to destroy it if you don’t get it?” The

weak water will melt away even the stones, not to mention the small fields in the land.
The soil, this weak water came, it is estimated that the dead valley is gone.



But just when Amelia Su’s voice fell, the other two stared at each other.

The flood of water in the sky fell into the corpse valley, but disappeared into the dry
ground with a bubble, leaving nothing left.

And that bubble, in George Han’s eyes, was even more fucking like a mockery.

In my mind till now, there is still a sound of water running!

“It’s a nanny!” George Han felt his face fierce and painful. Is it possible that he really
forced himself to die with him with weak water?

“How could this happen?” Amelia Su also frowned.

Obviously, at this point, it is no longer the problem of a long drought and lack of water,
but that there is a strange problem in this corpse valley.

Because up to now, the water in the two lakes has gone down, not to mention that the
corpse valley can be wet, but at least it is not as it is now, it has not changed at all, and
even the place where the surface is directly exposed to water is still rubbed into dust.

“Or George Han, try weak water?” Amelia Su suddenly looked at George Han.

George Hanyi was taken aback: “Do you really want me to take revenge?”

“Do you remember those murals?” Amelia Su said.

Speaking of the mural, George Han thought about it carefully, and seemed to
understand that Amelia Su’s words were not a joke. The water on the mural was strange
when two people looked at it.

It’s just that at that time, two people couldn’t tell why the water on the mural was strange.

Now think about it, maybe those strange waters have something else to say.

Thinking of this, George Han ran directly to the weak water spring, but after several
attempts, there was no way to take out the weak water.

It is naturally impossible to use ordinary equipment. Using energy, those energies hitting
weak water is like a punch hitting cotton, and it doesn’t work at all.

“Three thousand, I heard that weak water is not stored in the Three Realms, not in the
Five Elements, so our ordinary spells can hardly have any effect on it.” Amelia Su said at
this time.

Not in the Three Realms, out of the Five Elements? !



“But since it exists on Xianling Island, it shows that the people on Xianling Island can
move it.” George Han frowned.

Amelia Su agreed with George Han, but how did the people on Xianling Island move the
water? !

George Han and Amelia Su suddenly fell into contemplation. After a while, the two
looked at each other in amazement, and their eyes were tacitly locked on the fairy ring in
George Han’s hands.

“Try it?” George Han looked at Amelia Su and said softly.

Amelia Su frowned and nodded.

George Han directly hit the fairy ring with energy, and suddenly, the red mass in the fairy
ring suddenly twisted, and when it emerged from the ring, it was already red. .

One mind!

George Han suddenly stabilized his mind, directly controlled the red light, and then
stretched the red light toward the weak water in the valley.

As the red light gradually rises, those weak waters have also undergone amazing
changes at this time.

The red light slowly wrapped the weak water, following George Han’s thoughts, directly
rose into the air!

“Successful?” Amelia Su looked at George Han with joy, her eyes full of admiration.

Serious George Han is so handsome!

George Han was not talking nonsense, carefully controlling the weak water, and then
sent it all the way to the Corpse Valley.

As the red light withdrew, a splash of weak water poured down on the corpse valley.

The couple stared at the Corpse Valley without blinking their eyes, waiting for what it
would be like!

And at this time, the weak water splashed finally made official contact with the dry
ground of the Corpse Valley! !

Chapter 2054
When the weak water hits the ground, it will quickly soak the sinking ground along those
gaps like the previous water.



Everything is almost exactly the same as the spring water just now!

Soaked again? !

The couple looked at each other, is it possible that they guessed wrong? !

But if this is not the case, what else can it be?

At this moment, Amelia Su suddenly pointed to the ground with excitement: “Three
thousand, look at it!”

After looking back, the dry ground of the Corpse Valley began to rise from the bottom of
some flowing water continuously. The soil in the inner layer also began to moisten
slightly.

George Han was also ecstatic.

The originally cracked dry land gradually recovered its cracks, and the soil began to get
wet due to the timely replenishment of water.

After a while, the dry land disappeared, and replaced by a wet and fertile land.

“George Han, it succeeded.” Amelia Su was immediately excited like a child, hugged
George Han directly, dancing and dancing.

Although Nian’er didn’t know what was going on, she still jumped and shouted with her
mother, holding her father in her arms, anyway, for the children, joy was fine.

“Plant something!”

After the joy, George Han put down an extremely ice fireweed seed.

This thing can only grow in ten thousand years of ice, but the growth cycle takes almost
ten thousand years to germinate and ten thousand years to take root. Therefore,
extremely cold grass is a very valuable alchemy material.

George Han intends to try the water.

After packing up their things, the two couples took Han Nian to play in the backyard.

Time always flies quickly with family accompany, three days passed in the blink of an
eye.

In the past three days, the league disciples have never stopped, except for the
necessary exercises, the rest are men and women weaving.

The alliance needs to grow, and there are so many people, which means that you must
always leave and enter the island, so ships are necessary. To live on the island, the



conditions need to be better, so cleaning and refurbishment of the fairy island are also
necessary.

In the three days of George Han, he would go to the Dead Valley to see if the extreme
ice and fire grass had sprouted, and then he took his wife and children to enjoy the fun
of “the country I laid for you”.

Early this morning, when George Han went to Corpse Valley again, his whole body was
boiling.

In the corpse valley, a small sprout emerged from the soil.

This also means that the predictions and judgments of George Han and Amelia Su are
correct!

Until now, George Han finally understood the true value of Corpse Valley.

It can simulate various ecological environments, so that various plants can grow on their
own under its protection, and because of this, there are various seeds in the
underground palace.

On the seventh day, George Han was completely excited after receiving the fiery red
extremely ice-fire grass.

On the spot, dozens of cherished varieties were taken out, all planted in the corpse
valley, and then obediently waiting for them to mature.

Of course, George Han was not idle either. In the days he was waiting, George Han
used this extremely ice and fire grass, and according to the method recorded in the book,
paired with the Shuanglong Ding to start his own alchemy journey.

In order not to make himself laugh generous, George Han specially went to the
underground shrine to refine during this period, and experimented with the lowest level
of refinement.

After N explosions in the underground shrine, George Han’s first pill that can be seen at
least in appearance was released.

Then, the second one, the third one…

Until another seven days later, George Han had completely mastered many techniques
and methods of alchemy according to the teachings in the book and a lot of
experiments.

On the ground of the Underground Shrine, many low-level finished pills were also
placed.



“As long as these things are practiced, they can even be batched in the future. This
basically solves the daily use of most of the disciples. However, these are not enough.”

High-level pills can not only make everyone more confident in the alliance, At the same
time, using it as a reward can also make everyone more motivated.

“It’s up to you.” George Han fixed his gaze on the extremely ice fire grass.

However, before refining this, George Han returned to the Corpse Valley and harvested
several top-quality materials that he had planted before.

Then, he began to continue his next big plan.

Having already had a wealth of previous failure experience, George Han changed his
alchemy site to a special alchemy room on Xianling Island, and started his own “great
plan.”

This tossing took a full month.

In this month, great turbulence and changes have taken place in the Bafang world.

Yaoshen Pavilion’s bizarre defeat in Qinglong City made the Yaoshen Pavilion under
development irritated with a blank face. After the execution of Fu Ye, the “culprit”,
Yaoshen Pavilion decided to wash away the shame in its own way. .

In just one month, the Yaoshen Pavilion expanded from the south to the north, and it
launched a more direct attack on those who refused to obey. Many sects were directly
destroyed to kill chickens and monkeys. For a time, many sects changed their colors
after hearing about the Yaoshen Pavilion.

But Yaoshen Pavilion was obviously dissatisfied with this.

And Fujia also ushered in the “spring” moment.
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